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“the era of 

personalization 

has begun”

- Eli Pariser.





Media Companies in UK’s 50 most-popular brands online

Growth principally coming

from TV broadcasters:

• ITV 

• Channel 4

• Sky

and national newspapers:

• Associated Newspapers 

• News International

• The Telegraph Source: Nielsen, Feb 2011
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Source: Pew, 2010



Qualitative Interviews

http://news.sky.com/skynews
http://news.sky.com/skynews
http://www.washingtonpost.com/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/


Growth of adaptive news at eleven national 

US and UK websites, 2007-10
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• ‘Contextual Recommendations / 

Aggregations’

• ‘Geo-targeted Editions’

• ‘Aggregated Collaborative Filtering’

• ‘Multiple Metrics’

• ‘Social Collaborative Filtering’

• ‘Email Newsletters’

• ‘One-to-one Collaborative Filtering’

• ‘Homepage Customization’

• ‘Homepage Editions’

• ‘Mobile Editions and Apps’

• ‘My Page’

• ‘My Stories’

• ‘Non-linear Interactives’

• ‘Other Explicit’

• ‘RSS Feeds’

• ‘SMS Alerts’

• ‘Twitter Feeds’

• ‘Widgets’

Table 1: Passive Personalization

Formats:

Table 2: Active Personalization

Formats:
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“Imagine a future in which your interface agent can [read / view / listen 

to everything], and construct a personalized summary. This kind of 

newspaper is printed in an edition of one. . . . Call it The Daily Me.”

Nicholas Negroponte, Being Digital, 1995



Changes in deployment of 

passive personalization 

features at eleven national 

US and UK websites, 

2007–10











Changes in deployment of active 

personalization features at eleven national US 

and UK websites, 2007–10



What the editors said:

“the time and effort to personalize something” would put off all but a 

“relatively small number of people”

—Steve Herrmann, editor, BBC News website

“If you determine in advance who ‘The Daily Me’ is . . . Then you may 

miss some of the important things that you didn’t know you were”

—Rich Meislin, NYTimes.com



Changes in deployment of active 

personalization features at eleven national US 

and UK websites, 2007–10



“fat 

finger 

problem”

iPod 

touch 

nano







Mobile editions 

and ‘apps’

Full web 

editions

Forms of 

personalization 1.7 22.54

Table 3: Adaptive interactivity on different 

platforms compared.

Data from eleven news providers, Dec 2010



Changes in deployment of 

passive personalization 

features at eleven national 

US and UK websites, 

2007–10



Passive Personalization: ‘Aggregated collaborative filtering’



What the editors said:

“[the most read and most commended features have] gone down well . . . 

we don’t do enough”

—Neil McKintosh, then Head of Editorial Development, 

Guardian.co.uk

“I think there is something very useful and informative about what people 

are email each other””

—Pete Clifton, then Head of BBC News Interactive





Editorial judgement

“if there’s anything we have it is our judgement about what people are 

interested in”

—Anna Spackman, then editor Timesonline.co.uk

Readers “want someone to do some of the filtering work for them”

—Neil McKintosh, then Head of Editorial Development, 

Guardian.co.uk



Changes in deployment of 

passive personalization 

features at eleven national 

US and UK websites, 

2007–10



Passive Personalization: Contextual recommendations



Implicit Personalization: Contextual recommendations

…full ‘topic pages’



Implicit Personalization: Contextual recommendations





“Automatically direct users 

toward higher CPM ... content 

while maintaining recommendation 

quality and user engagement”

—Taboola website



Source: Newspaper Association of America



Source: Newspaper Association of America



Targeted display

Non-targeted 

display ads



Source: Newspaper Association of America



“Journalists should worry about creating the content and other people in 

technology should worry about bringing the content to the right 

group...by personalization”

“Once we get personalization working for news we can take that 

technology and make it available to publishers, so they can transform 

their website appropriately [to suit the interests of each visitor]”

—Krishna Bharat, Google (quoted in Pariser, 2011: 62-63)



Provision of personalized news features 

at eleven news websites, Oct–Dec 2010



Provision of personalized news features 

at eleven news websites, Oct–Dec 2010
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